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A carrier suppression system is implemented in order to measure the phase noise of acoustic resonators that have a low 

motional resistance.  Special adapters’ system using transformers is proposed to improve the loaded quality factor of the 

resonators.  With this developped device and described protocol, the inherent noise of resonators can be obtained without an 

usual electronical oscillator conditionning that could take part in the results.  The loaded quality factor is improved from about 

10 to 60 percent of the intrinsic quality factor. As an example, the system is used to study Langatate crystal resonators vibrating 

at 10 MHz.  Langatate crystal can be an alternative to substitute the quartz crystal resonators for frequency and time 

applications.  Its coupling coefficient and the product quality factor-frequency is normally higher than in quartz crystal 

resonators.  For ultrastable resonators, the motional resistance obtained with Langatate crystal is about five times lower than 

for the quartz crystal, it can reach typically few ohms.  These resonators have been characterized in terms of impedance, Q-

factors, turnover temperature, amplitude-frequency effect, and phase noise.  The short-term stability of these resonators is given 

in terms of Allan standard deviation. Influence of the driving power is presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Carrier suppression techniques to measure phase noise were demonstrated by K. H. Sann1 in 1968 and then by C. H. Horn2 

in 1969.  Several configurations in metrology applications have been proposed by F. Walls.3  These techniques have been used 

in the microwave band, along with some modifications and improvements.4,5  Characterization of quartz crystal resonators with 

this kind of system started in the beginning of 2000.6,7  The inherent phase stability of crystal resonators is measured in a passive 

circuit without the noise usually associated with the active oscillator.  Conversion of phase noise into short-term stability has 

been adjusted in 2013.8  The interesting part of this measurement method is to give a very low noise floor around −150 dBc/Hz 

at 1 Hz and −160 dBc/Hz at 10 Hz depending on the driving power of the resonators.  In the last decade, the measurements of 

ultrastable quartz crystal resonators have been performed in order to find explanation on the origin of the 1/f flicker noise.9,10  

Comparison of different piezoelectric materials could have a great interest in this quest.  This method brings an answer about 
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the absolute noise that could be reached by the overall oscillator.  Until now, the usual studied quartz crystal resonators always 

had a motional resistance higher than the classical fifty ohms used in all bench components.  Then, the loaded quality factor of 

the resonators observed in the measurement system can easily exhibit fifty to sixty percent of the unloaded quality factor as 

when it is inserted in the sustaining electronic.  It is not the case using Langatate crystal (La3Ga5.5Ta0.5O14) also called LGT.11  

The first 10 MHz ultrastable LGT oscillators whose fractional frequency stability and noise almost similar to quartz oscillators 

i.e. 10-13 and -110 dBc/Hz at 1 Hz were published in 2008.12  First attempt to measure the phase noise of LGT resonators in a 

passive way i.e. without an oscillator was done in 2010 but with low-level performance resonators.13,14  In this paper, resonators 

vibrating at 10 MHz are built with very high quality LGT crystal and have been measured on an advanced phase noise 

measurement system.  Because of an impedance value lower than 10 Ω at the resonance, special adaptation was done using 

transformers to maximize the loaded Q-factor.  The impedance bridges have been simulated using an advance optimization 

process with a simulator in Pspice.  Previously, the resonators were characterized in terms of impedance, turnover temperature, 

and amplitude-frequency effect.  The resulting short-term stability of the resonators measured on their metrological vibrating 

C-mode at 10 MHz is reported according to the resonator driving current.  With this developped device and described protocol, 

the inherent noise of resonators can be obtained without an usual electronical oscillator conditionning that could take part in 

the results. 

II. PHASE NOISE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

A. Principle of the bench 

 

FIG. 1.  Principle scheme of the measurement system (DUT: Device Under Test). 
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Figure 1 shows the principle of the measurement system.  The low noise excitation source is divided in two parts by a first 

0° power splitter.  Then, a second 0° power splitter delivers an equal amount of power in both arms. Both arms of the bridge 

with the Device Under Test (DUT) have similar arrangement of components.  Each arm has a phase shifter and an attenuator 

to adjust the 180° shift to complete the carrier suppression. RF low noise amplifier increases the noise of the DUT while its 1/f 

is maintained at a low level because of the carrier suppression. With a symmetrical mount, the influence of the carrier source 

is highly reduced.  The only remaining fluctuations in output signal would be the noise from the DUT’s.  Then, a mixer and a 

low pass filter keeps only the low frequency baseband.  Finally, a low noise amplifier increases the output signal that is fed to 

the FFT analyzer to observe the power spectral density of phase fluctuations.  Figure 2 presents the experimental mount. 

 

FIG. 2.  Phase noise measurement system. 

The DUT boxes are temperature controlled in order to get thermal stability when resonators are measured.15,16  The thermal 

stability is around 2 µK over a 1s period of time in the heart of the oven.  Calibration of the measurement system is obtained 

by injecting a known sideband on one of the arms of the bridge.  The result of the measurement bench is corrected using the 

calibration factor determined from this sideband. 

This bench is essentially used to perform measurements near the carrier, generally until 100 kHz to 1 MHz, farther the 

DUT noises from the carrier, more it’s possible to be hidden by the noise floor of the bench. That is why this bench is 
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particularly well adapted to measure high (loaded) quality factor resonators which have frequency corner (bandpass filter 

frequency) relatively low and near the carrier. 

B. Device under test (DUT) 

    1. Classical DUT configuration 

All the commercial components of the bench are matched at 50   Usually, the measured resonators are matched to 

50using a half π-bridge build with two external resistor Rs and Rp (Figure 3).  The device under tests can possibly be resistors 

or a pair of crystal resonator to get the noise floor of the system.  Resonators are usually associated with a serial capacitor to 

tune the frequency shift. This configuration is well adapted to resonators that has a motional resistance higher than 50 , usually 

a case for the quartz crystal resonators. 

 

FIG. 3.  Usual DUT configuration. 

In the usual DUT configuration, Figure 4 presents a transfer function of a 10 MHz quartz crystal resonator SC-cut, with a 

very high stability.  The unloaded quality factor, Q0, is around 1.3106 and its motional resistance is 66 . Using resistor RS 

and RP equal to 30  and 24  respectively the loaded quality factor, QL, is around 0.85106 that represents about 65 % of Q0.  

In that case the output signal is sufficient to perform the passive noise measurement. 
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Taking into account the relation between the loaded Q factor and the load impedance defined in the International Standard 

IEC 60444-117 as: 𝑄  
 

 with 𝜔  the serial pulsation, LS the motional inductance, RS the serial motional resistance and 

RL the load resistance. Table I summarizes the calculated loaded quality factor in the case of a fifty ohms resistive load. 

TABLE I.  Calculus of the loaded quality factor, QL, of the resonator loaded with 50 Ω. 

Motional 

resistance RS (Ω) 

Unloaded Q 

factor Q0 

Load 

resistance (Ω) 

Calculated motional inductance 

(H): 𝐿  

Calculated loaded Q 

factor: 𝑄  

66 1.3ꞏ106 50 1.365 739 358 (56.9% of Q0) 

8 1ꞏ106 50 127.32ꞏ10-3 137 931 (13.8% of Q0) 

A low value of loaded Q-factor is a problem because the corner frequency will be higher and the signal level lower than at 

for lower frequency.  This means that the measured noise could be below the noise floor of the bench. Moreover, the major 

inconvenience of the resistive pi network impedance matching is its dissipative effect. Therefore, when the DUT impedance is 

about tenth of fifty ohms, reaching a high excitation in drive level values can be difficult. 

 

FIG. 4.  Transfer function of 10MHz SC-cut Quartz Crystal loaded in the half bridge of figure 3. 
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    2. DUT special impedance matching circuit 

The motional resistance of 10 MHz LGT resonators is below 10  Thus, the loaded Q of the final mount cannot be higher 

than 15 % of the unloaded Q in the case of classical DUT configuration (see Figure 6, with T1-1).  Thus, transformer matching 

is proposed to improve the loaded Q factor of the resonator and maximize the drive level power.  Figure 5 shows the special 

matching circuit. 

FIG. 5.  Low impedance DUT configuration. 

Two transformers are inserted before and after the classical DUT configuration.  Pspice simulations have been investigated.  

Figure 6 shows the magnitude and phase of the transfer function of a resonator using the circuit presented in Figure 5.  The 

impedance ratios of the transformers used were 1, 8 and 16.  Then, the loaded Q factor of the 10 MHz LGT resonators increased 

from 10 % to 70 %, respectively.  The experimental and simulated values of magnitude and phase are in a good agreement.  

Small shifts in frequency and phase are induced by the uncertainty in values of the tuning capacitors. 
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FIG. 6.  Amplitude (a) and phase (b) of the transfer functions simulated with some transformer ratios compared to experimental results.  
The LGT resonator is simulated with 9  resistance. 

 

Figure 7 presents a view of the adaptors.  The two transformers are visible on the left side of the picture, the resonator is 

inserted inside the oven and the tuning capacitor is visible at the right side of the picture. 
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FIG. 7.  Transformer adapter with two transformers, resonator inside the oven and the tuning capacitor. 
 

To compare the impedance matching using transformer with a simple pi-bridge resistors, an optimization under Pspice 

was done for the same input voltage amplitudes that can be seen in Table II (with 9 Ω resonators and Q0 about 1ꞏ106).  

Transformer matching showed a better loaded quality factor about 80 % instead of 55 % obtained using a PI-network.  The 

drive level is also higher due to lower losses. 

TABLE II Comparison between transformers and PI resistive impedance matching 

 PI-network impedance matching Transformers matching impedance ratio 1:16 

Gain (dB) -27 dB -14dB 

Loaded Q-factor (% unloaded Q) 55 % 80 % 

Drive level (µW) 100 µW 94 µW 

 

C. Noise floor of the bench 

Figure 8 presents the noise floor of the system using the transformer configuration according the driving power.  The 

working frequency is set at 10.000121 MHz to have the resonance when resonators are inserted. 
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FIG. 8.  Phase noise of the floor. The source frequency is 10.000121 MHz. The dissipated power is varied from 1.5 to 126 µW. 

The noise floor of the system was achieved by inserting an equivalent resistor of 9  replacing the resonator.  The excitation 

power for the resonator was varied for a range of values in micro-watts to see the effect on the phase noise floor introduced by 

the transformer setup as explained above.  There were no unusual effects on the nature of the phase noise floor except for the 

level of noise floor which is a function of the input power.  The noise level is below -145 dBc/Hz at 1 Hz.  The thermal noise 

floor is given by the level of the dissipated power driving the DUTs (around -156 dBc/Hz at 35.5 µW).  Spurs on the curves 

above 10 Hz are because of the mixing between the frequency reference of the synthesizer at 10 MHz and its output signal at 

10.000121 MHz.  In that case, a spur at 121 Hz can be generated. Other spurs are produced by the power supply of the system 

(50, 100, 150 ...Hz).  Then, mixing between the frequencies at 100 Hz and 121 Hz leads to 21 Hz spur and higher harmonics. 

III. NOISE MEASUREMENT ON LANGATE RESONATORS 

The measurement system presented above is used to characterize ultra-stable LGT resonators. 

A. Resonator characteristics 

    1. Temperature effect 

Figure 9 shows the frequency behaviors of the resonators LGT(1)-(3) according to temperature.  Turnover temperatures are 

similar for all resonators and are found around 84 °C.  The second order dependencies are given in ppb/°C2 and equal to -67.7, 

-59.4 and – 72.6 for LGT(1)-(3), respectively.  In comparison, the SC-cut type of quartz cut is six times less sensitive13. 
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FIG. 9.  Temperature parabolic curves of LGT resonators. a) resonator LGT(1), b) resonator LGT(2), c) resonator LGT(3). 
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    2. Motional parameters 

The used crystal block is synthesized using the Czochralski method18 and comes from Cristal Innov.  The LGT resonators 

were achieved in Y-1° cut, thus, the turnover temperature is adjusted around 80°C.  The applied power to measure the motional 

parameters is around 60 µW.  Figure 10 presents the amplitude and phase of the impedance according the resonant frequencies 

of three resonators referenced as LGT(1), LGT(2), and LGT(3). 

 

FIG. 10.  Amplitude and phase of the resonators LGT(1)-(3), at approximately 60 µW of excitation power. 

Table III gives the experimental values of the resonant frequencies at turnover temperatures, the turnover temperatures PI, 

the motional parameters R and L, the static capacitances C0 and the unloaded quality factor Q of the three resonators LGT(1)-(3) 

respectively.  The motional resistance is given by the minimum of the amplitude of impedance.  The quality factor is measured 

from the inverted slope of 1° phase shift in Figure 10.  The motional resistance was found to be around 8 Ω.  The unloaded 

quality factors Q was around 1.1106. 
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TABLE III.  Experimental values of motional parameters and quality factor. 

Res. 
fres - 10 MHz 

(Hz) 
R 

() 
L 

(mH) 
C0 

(pF)
Q 

(106)

LGT(1) 44.8 8.1 153 17.3 1.19 

LGT(2) 34.4 8.7 150 17.0 1.08 

LGT(3) 29.4 7.8 158 17.2 1.27 

 

 

    3. Driving effect 

Figure 11 shows the frequency variation of resonators LGT(1)-(3) according the resonator driving current.  The resonator’s 

excitation current was varied from few mA to 10 mA.  As observed in Kim (2003)11, the data set of each resonator is fitted with 

a quadratic curve to obtain a drive sensitivity coefficient D defined by:  

∆𝑓
𝑓

𝐷𝑖  

The value of D is about -4.2 ppb which is a little bit higher than the values proposed in Kim (2003)11 but keeps the order of 

magnitude. 

 

FIG. 11.  Frequency variation of the resonators LGT(1)-(3) according to the resonator driving current. 
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B. Noise measurements 

Figure 12 shows the results in terms of one-sided power spectral density (PSD) of phase fluctuations, L(f), measured 

between LGT(1), LGT(2) and LGT(3) resonators.  The driving power of the resonator was around 200 µW.  Figure 12a presents 

resonators LGT(1)-(2), Figure 12b LGT(1)-(3), Figure 12c LGT(2)-(3).  The measurements were obtained using the T1-16 

transformers, hence, the loaded quality factor is optimized as presented in § B.2.  The noise of the resonator is visible below 

10 Hz Fourier frequency.  Above 20 Hz, the behavior is due to the noise floor of the measurement system. 
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FIG. 12.  Phase noise L(f) of the resonator pairs according Fourier frequencies. (a) LGT(1)-(2) pair, (b) LGT(1)-(3) pair, (c) LGT(2)-(3) pair. 

Measured with T1-16 transformers with 200µW dissipated power. 

The flicker floor of the short-term stability σy_floor is calculated for each pair and presented in Table IV.  The optimization 

of the quality factor can be easily visualized by value of PSD and its asymptotic approach to determine the cut off frequency 

FL [8].  The flicker floor of the short-term stability is obtained from measurements of L(1 Hz) and the cut off frequency FL 

(Figure 12).  Considering precision of the measurement system, an error  in y_floor is computed with FL à 0.1 Hz and L(1Hz) 

à 2 dB. 

TABLE IV.  Short-term stability of the LGT resonators. 

 
σy floor - ε σy floor σy floor + ε 

LGT(1)-(2) 2.3410-13 2.9910-13 3.8210-13 

LGT(1)-(3) 2.3810-13 3.0410-13 3.9010-13 

LGT(2)-(3) 2.0810-13 2.6610-13 3.4110-13 

 

Figure 13 presents the short-term stability σy_floor according the power dissipated by the resonators LGT(1)-(2). The measured 

noise level is approximately constant for a dissipated power from 10 to almost 400 µW. This good stability should allow to 

apply more power to the resonator to have a better noise floor of the oscillator. This can result in having a good phase noise 

close to the carrier and a good flicker floor in the oscillator and these together should be easier than in quartz crystal oscillator. 
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FIG. 13.  Short-term stability σy_floor of the resonator LGT(1)-(2) pair according to the resonator dissipated power. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A passive measurement system based on carrier suppression using transformers to improve the loaded quality factor of the 

resonators has been implemented.  Transformer matching is proposed to improve the loaded Q factor of the resonator and 

maximize the drive level power.  Hence, this specific conditioning increases the phase noise of the resonators above the noise 

floor of measurement system.  The noise floor of the measurement system is given according to the dissipated power showing 

that transformers do not degrade the noise floor of the measuring bench.  Short-term stability of Langatate crystal resonators 

has been measured through impedance matching using transformers.  It is evaluated according to the resonator driving power.  

The good stability should allow applying more power to the resonator to have a better noise floor of the oscillator.  LGT drive 

sensitivity is lower than in SC-cut quartz more than a factor of ten, then, has a good phase noise close to the carrier and a good 

flicker floor in the oscillator and these together should be easier than in quartz crystal oscillator. 
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